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Abstract—We define a tableau calculus for solving the
MaxSAT problem of 3-valued Łukasiewicz logic, and prove
its soundness and completeness. The calculus can be naturally
extended to other finitely-valued logics. Our contributions es-
tablish the foundations of a generic problem solving paradigm
for combinatorial optimization based on Łukasiewicz logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, there has been tremendous progress

in theoretical and applied aspects of the MaxSAT problem.

As a result, there are now a number of competitive solvers

that are able to solve challenging optimization problems (see

e.g. [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [8], [12], [18], [20], [21], [25], [28]

and the references therein for previous and related work).

From a problem solving perspective, MaxSAT is seen

as a competitive generic problem solving formalisms for

combinatorial optimization, as witnessed by a range of real-

world applications as diverse as bioinformatics [27], commu-

nity detection in complex networks [19], combinatorial test-

ing [4], FPGA routing [29], planning [30], scheduling [11]

and team formation [26], among many others.

In this paper, we investigate how the MaxSAT prob-

lem of finitely-valued Łukasiewicz logics can be solved

with semantic tableaux. The main objective of our re-

search is to establish the foundations of a generic problem

solving paradigm for combinatorial optimization based on

Łukasiewicz logic and possibly other many-valued logics

complete with respect to a single algebra. We believe

that Łukasiewicz logic provides a richer framework than

Boolean logic for modeling problems and, in some cases,

the resulting encodings may be more natural and compact.

Furthermore, extending our results to infinitely-valued logics

would allow to solve optimization problems with continuous

variables.

Our main contribution is a tableau calculus, with the

corresponding proofs of soundness and completeness, for

solving the MaxSAT problem of 3-valued Łukasiewicz logic.

However, it is important to point out that our approach can

be easily extended to other finitely-valued logics complete

with respect a single algebra, and, in particular, to any n-

valued Łukasiewicz logic.

Complete MaxSAT tableaux calculus for Boolean propo-

sitional logical have been defined for clausal [7], [22] and

non-clausal formulas [24], as well as cost preserving clausal

form transformations for MaxSAT [23].

The paper is structured as follows. Section II defines basic

concepts. Section III defines a MaxSAT tableau calculus for

3-valued Łukasiewicz logic and proves its soundness and

completeness. Section IV offers the concluding remarks.

II. PRELIMINARIES

With the aim of being self-contained, in this section we

give a formal definition of many-valued logic and introduce

finitely-valued Łukasiewicz logics. For a deeper insight into

many-valued logics see e.g. [15].

Definition 1. A propositional language is a pair

L = 〈Θ, α〉, where Θ is a set of logical connectives

and α : Θ → N defines the arity of each connective.

Connectives with arity 0 are called constants. A language

〈Θ, α〉 with a finite set of connectives Θ = {θ1, . . . , θr} is

denoted by 〈θ1/α(θ1), . . . , θr/α(θr)〉.
Given a set of propositional variables V , the set LV of

L-formulas over V is inductively defined as the smallest set

with the following properties: (i) V ⊆ LV ; (ii) if θ ∈ Θ and

α(θ) = 0, then θ ∈ LV ; and (iii) if φ1, . . . , φm ∈ LV , θ ∈ Θ
and α(θ) = m, then θ(φ1, . . . , φm) ∈ LV .

Definition 2. A many-valued logic L is a tuple 〈L, N,A,D〉
where L = 〈Θ, α〉 is a propositional language, N is a truth

value set, A is an interpretation of the operation symbols

that assigns to each θ ∈ Θ a function Aθ : N
α(θ) → N and

D ⊂ N is a set of designated truth values.

The set of designated truth values from the previous defi-

nition can be understood as those which affirm satisfaction.

Definition 3. Let L be a many-valued logic. An interpre-
tation on L is a function I : V → N . I is extended to

arbitrary formulas φ in the usual way:

1) If φ is a logical constant, then I(φ) = Aφ.

2) If φ = θ(φ1, . . . , φr), then I(θ(φ1, . . . , φr)) =
Aθ(I(φ1), . . . , I(φr)).

A formula φ is satisfiable iff there is an interpretation I
such that I(φ) ∈ D.

Throughout this work, we focus on a particular family

of many-valued logics: the finite-valued Łukasiewicz logics.

These were born from the generalization of a three valued

logic proposed by J. Łukasiewicz in the early 20th century,

the first formal example of a many-valued logic. They
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have been deeply studied since, both from theoretical and

practical points of view [14], [17].

The language of Łukasiewicz logic is given by

LŁuk = 〈0/0, 1/0,¬/1,→ /2,∧/2,∨/2,
/2,⊕/2〉.
We refer to ¬ as negation, → as implication, ∧ as weak con-

junction, ∨ as weak disjunction, 
 as (strong) conjunction,

and ⊕ as (strong) disjunction.

Definition 4. Given a finite truth value set Nn =
{0, 1

n−1 , ...,
n−1
n−1}, the n-valued Łukasiewicz logic, denoted

by Łn, is the many-valued logic 〈LŁuk, Nn, AŁ, {1}〉 where

the interpretation of the constants 0, 1 is the corresponding

values in the algebra, and the interpretation of the operation

symbols AŁ is given by:

A¬(x) = 1− x
A→(x, y) = min{1, 1− x+ y}
A∧(x, y) = min{x, y}
A∨(x, y) = max{x, y}
A�(x, y) = max{0, x+ y − 1}
A⊕(x, y) = min{1, x+ y}

Table I shows the interpretation of the connectives of 3-

valued Łukasiewicz logic, denoted by Ł3, using truth tables.

In the following, we will focus our presentation on this

logic but our results can be easily adapted to any n-valued

Łukasiewicz logic.

Table I
TRUTH TABLES FOR 3-VALUED ŁUKASIEWICZ LOGIC (Ł3)
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0 0 0 0
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2

0 1
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1
2

1 0 1
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1
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Given a Łukasiewicz logic Łn, we denote by SATŁn the

set of satisfiable formulas in Łn; i.e.,

SATŁn = {ϕ : I(ϕ) = 1 for some interpretation I on Łn}.
The problem of deciding whether or not a formula belongs

to the set SATŁn is called the Łn-Satisfiability Problem.

Given a finite multiset of formulas Γ of a Łukasiewicz logic

Łn, the problem of finding an interpretation that maximizes

the number of satisfied formulas in Γ is called the Łn-
Maximum Satisfiability Problem, or Łn-MaxSAT.

Note that we represent MaxSAT instances using multisets

instead of sets because repeated formulas cannot be col-

lapsed into one of such formulas as in SAT. In this way, we

can keep track of the number of unsatisfied formulas in the

input multiset when it is transformed into another multiset

that preserves the number of unsatisfied formulas.

In the literature, MaxSAT is also defined as the problem

of finding an assignment that maximizes the number of

formulas that can be satisfied in a given multiset of formulas.

This definition is equivalent to the previous one, because the

assignments that maximize the number of satisfied formulas

are also the assignments that minimize the number of

unsatisfied formulas. We prefer the minimization version

because modern MaxSAT solvers find optimal solutions by

minimizing the number of unsatisfied formulas.

Since the usual clausal form is not a normal form in

Łukasiewicz logic, and even other more complex formula-

tions are not known to be normal forms for this logic (see

e.g. [10], [14]), in this paper we study the MaxSAT problem

formulated over multisets of formulas, and not clauses.

As in the common approaches to solve the validity and

satisfiability problems with tableaux in finitely-valued log-

ics [13], [16], we will use signed formulas [9], defined as

follows.

Definition 5. Let Nn = {0, 1
n−1 , ...,

n−1
n−1} be a finite truth

value set and a let φ be formula of an n-valued logic. A

signed formula is an expression of the form {i}:φ, where

i ∈ Nn. An interpretation I satisfies {i}:φ iff I(φ) = i.
If φ is a propositional variable, then {i}:φ is a positive

signed literal, and if φ is a negated propositional variable,

then {i}:φ is a negative signed literal.

III. A MAXSAT TABLEAU CALCULUS FOR Ł3

We formally define a MaxSAT tableau calculus for Ł3

and prove its soundness and completeness.

Definition 6. A tableau is a tree with a finite number

of branches whose nodes are labelled by either a signed

propositional formula of Ł3 or a box (�). A box in a tableau

denotes a contradiction. A branch is a maximal path in a tree,

and we assume that branches have a finite number of nodes.

Definition 7. Let Φ = {φ1, . . . , φm} be a multiset of propo-

sitional formulas of Ł3. A tableau for Φ is constructed by

a sequence of applications of the following rules:

Initialize A tree with a single branch with m nodes such

that each node is labelled with a signed formula of

Φ = {{1}:φ1, . . . , {1}:φm} is a tableau for Φ. Such

a tableau is called initial tableau and its formulas are

declared to be active.
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Table II
MAXSAT TABLEAU RULES FOR LOGIC Ł3

weak conjunction

{0}:(φ1 ∧ φ2)

{0}:φ1 {0}:φ2

{1}:(φ1 ∧ φ2)

� {1}:φ1

{1}:φ2

{ 1
2
}:(φ1 ∧ φ2)

� { 1
2
}:φ1 { 1

2
}:φ1 {1}:φ1

{ 1
2
}:φ2 {1}:φ2 { 1

2
}:φ2

strong conjunction

{0}:(φ1 � φ2)

� {0}:φ1 {0}:φ2 { 1
2
}:φ1

{ 1
2
}:φ2

{1}:(φ1 � φ2)

� {1}:φ1

{1}:φ2

{ 1
2
}:(φ1 � φ2)

� { 1
2
}:φ1 {1}:φ1

{1}:φ2 { 1
2
}:φ2

weak disjunction

{0}:(φ1 ∨ φ2)

� {0}:φ1

{0}:φ2

{1}:(φ1 ∨ φ2)

{1}:φ1 {1}:φ2

{ 1
2
}:(φ1 ∨ φ2)

� {0}:φ1 { 1
2
}:φ1 { 1

2
}:φ1

{ 1
2
}:φ2 { 1

2
}:φ2 {0}:φ2

strong disjunction

{0}:(φ1 ⊕ φ2)

� {0}:φ1

{0}:φ2

{1}:(φ1 ⊕ φ2)

� {1}:φ1 {1}:φ2 { 1
2
}:φ1

{ 1
2
}:φ2

{ 1
2
}:(φ1 ⊕ φ2)

� {0}:φ1 { 1
2
}:φ1

{ 1
2
}:φ2 {0}:φ2

implication

{0}:(φ1 → φ2)

� {1}:φ1

{0}:φ2

{1}:(φ1 → φ2)

� {0}:φ1 {1}:φ2 { 1
2
}:φ1

{ 1
2
}:φ2

{ 1
2
}:(φ1 → φ2)

� { 1
2
}:φ1 {1}:φ1

{0}:φ2 { 1
2
}:φ2

negation

{0}:¬φ
{1}:φ

{ 1
2
}:¬φ

{ 1
2
}:φ

{1}:¬φ
{0}:φ

Expansion Given a tableau T for Φ, a branch b of T , and

a node of b labelled with an active signed formula

{i}:F , where i ∈ {0, 1
2 , 1}, whose main connective is

in {¬,→,∧,∨,
,⊕}, we first identify the expansion

rule of Table II whose premise matches with {i}:F and

then append as many new branches as extensions the

rule has and as many nodes per branch as formulas in

each extension. The derived tableau is a tableau for Φ,

formula {i}:F becomes inactive in b and the added

signed formulas are declared to be active.

Derivation of contradictions Given a tableau T for Φ, a

branch b of T in which the only active formulas are

positive signed literals, the multiset L of positive signed

literals of b containing the variable x, and the list

j1, j2, . . . , jk (k ≤ 3) of truth values occurring in L
sorted in decreasing order of the number of occurrences

in L, the tableau obtained by appending a node below

b labelled with � for each signed literal of the form

{j2}:x, . . . , {jk}:x is a tableau for Φ, and such literals

become inactive in b.

Table II displays the expansion rules of the proposed

tableau calculus for Ł3. Note that all the rules preserve the

number of premises falsified by an assignment in at least

one branch and do not decrease that number in the other

branches (if any). Observe that there are certain extensions

of the rules of binary connectives that just contain one box;

this is to avoid to assign more than one contradiction to a

formula whose left and right sub-formulas are inconsistent,

thus preserving the number of unsatisfied formulas at the

upper most level. Note also that we add the sign {1} to

the input formulas when we build the initial tableau; this is

because 1 is the designated truth value of Ł3.

The goal of the described derivation of contradictions is

to minimize the number of detected contradictions. When

tableaux are used to determine satisfiability or validity

in many-valued logics, a contradiction is derived as soon

as a branch contains two literals {i}:x and {j}:x such

that i = j. However, this approach is unsound in many-

valued MaxSAT. For example, it is clear that the minimum

number of unsatisfied positive signed literals in the multiset

{{0}:x, {12}:x, {1}:x, {1}:x} is 2. However, for instance if

the previous positive signed literals occur in that order in

a tableau branch and we apply the usual contradiction rule

(derive a contradiction from {i}:x and {j}:x if i = j as
soon as the signed literals appear, and mark those points

in the tableau), we derive only one contradiction, since

once the signed literals {0}:x, {12}:x are marked, no further

contradiction would arise.

The new rule for deriving contradictions takes the most

common value assigned to a variable in a branch (in order

to minimize the number of contradictions), and adds a

contradiction (�) for each other point in the branch assigning

a different value to the same variable. For that reason (i.e.,
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Figure 1. A tableau for solving the MaxSAT instance {¬x1,¬x2, x1 �
x2, x1 ∨ x2}.

{1}:¬x1 (1)

{1}:¬x2 (2)

{1}:x1 
 x2 (3)

{1}:x1 ∨ x2 (4)

{0}:x1 (5)

{0}:x2 (6)

{1}:x1 (8)

{1}:x2 (9)

{1}:x2 (15)

� (18)

� (19)

{1}:x1 (14)

� (16)

� (17)

� (7)

{1}:x2 (11)

� (13)

{1}:x1 (10)

� (12)

it is necessary to know the most-common assignment for a

variable in a branch), the rule needs to be applied after all

the complex formulas have been expanded to the (signed)

variable level.

Definition 8. Let T be a tableau for a multiset of proposi-

tional formulas Φ of Ł3. A branch b of T is saturated when

no further expansion rules can be applied and no further

contradictions can be derived on b, and T is completed when

all its branches are saturated. The cost of a saturated branch

is the number of derived contradictions on the branch. The

cost of a completed tableau is the minimum cost among all

its branches.

As we show below, the minimum number of formulas that

can be unsatisfied in a multiset of propositional formulas Φ
of Ł3 is k iff the cost of a completed tableau for Φ is k.

Thus, the systematic construction of a completed tableau

for φ provides an exact method for solving the MaxSAT

problem of Ł3.

Example 1. We can determine the minimum number of

unsatisfied formulas in the multiset Φ = {¬x1,¬x2, x1 

x2, x1 ∨ x2} using the previous tableau calculus. Figure 1

displays how the tableau is constructed. The numbers be-

tween parentheses do not belong to the tableau; they are

used to refer to the nodes. We start by constructing the initial

tableau (1–4) and apply the expansion rule of negation to

(1), obtaining (5), and to (2), obtaining (6). We then apply

the expansion rule of strong conjunction to (3), obtaining

(7) and (8–9). On the left branch, we first apply the the

expansion rule of weak disjunction to (4), obtaining (10)

and (11) and then derive the contradictions (12) and (13).

On the right branch, we first apply the the expansion rule

of weak disjunction to (4), obtaining (14) and (15) and then

derive the contradictions (16-17) and (18-19). Note that now

each branch is saturated and the tableau is completed. Since

the minimum number of boxes among the branches of the

completed tableau is 2, the minimum number of formulas

that can be unsatisfied in Φ is 2.

A. Soundness and completeness

In this section we prove the soundness and completeness

of the proposed MaxSAT tableau calculus for Ł3. We first

prove two propositions needed later.

Proposition 9. A tableau for a multiset of propositional
formulas Φ of Ł3 is completed in a finite number of steps.

Proof: We start by creating an initial tableau and then

apply expansion rules in the newly created branches until

saturation. The rules reduce the number of connectives.

Since we began with a finite number of connectives, these

rules can only be applied a finite number of times. The

derivation of contradictions after applying the expansion

rules is also finite because there are a finite number of

literals and the literals used to derive a contradiction become

inactive. Hence, the construction of any completed tableau

terminates in a finite number of steps.

Proposition 10. An assignment I falsifies k premises of an
expansion rule iff assignment I falsifies k conclusions in
one branch of the conclusions of the rule and at least k
conclusions in the other branches (if any).

Proof: We should prove the result for each rule. Due to

the lack of space we prove the proposition for the expansion

rule of weak conjunction. The other rules are proven to be

sound in the same fashion. We distinguish three cases:

• The premise is {0}:(φ1 ∧ φ2). By inspecting the truth

table we see that {0}:(φ1 ∧ φ2) is satisfied iff φ1 or

φ2 is assigned 0. Hence, if {0}:(φ1 ∧ φ2) is unsatisfied

both extensions are unsatisfied too, and the number of

unsatisfied formulas is preserved; if {0}:(φ1 ∧ φ2) is

satisfied, at least one extension is satisfied.

• The premise is { 12}:(φ1 ∧ φ2). By inspecting the truth

table we see that φ1 ∧ φ2 is assigned the truth value 1
2

when φ1 and φ2 are both assigned 1
2 or when φ1 and

φ2 are assigned 1
2 (1) and 1 ( 12 ). In these cases, at least

one extension is satisfied. In the rest of cases, all the

extensions are unsatisfied. The rule has an extension

with a single box to avoid to count two contradictions

when an extension contains two unsatisfied formulas.

• The premise is {1}:(φ1 ∧ φ2). By inspecting the truth

table we see that φ1 ∧ φ2 is assigned the truth value 1

iff φ1 and φ2 are both assigned 1. In this case, the
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right extension is satisfied. In the rest of cases, all the

extensions are unsatisfied and there is an extension with

a single box to avoid to count two contradictions when

the two formulas of the right extension are unsatisfied.

Theorem 11. Soundness & completeness. The cost of a
completed tableau for a multiset of formulas Φ is m iff the
minimum number of unsatisfied formulas in Φ is m.

Proof: (Soundness:) Assume a tableau T for Φ was

obtained by creating a sequence of tableaux T0, . . . , Tn

(n ≥ 0) such that T0 is an initial tableau for Φ, Tn = T ,

and Ti was obtained by a single application of an expansion

rule or by deriving contradictions on an branch of Ti−1

for i = 1, . . . , n. By Proposition 9, we know that such a

sequence is finite. Since T has cost m, Tn contains one

branch b with exactly m boxes and the rest of branches

contain at least m boxes. Moreover, the active formulas in

the branches of Tn are positive signed literals that contain

the same truth value for the same variable. The assignment

that sets the value of its sign to the variable of each active

literal in b, only falsifies the m boxes and there cannot

be any assignment satisfying less than m formulas in a

branch of Tn because each branch contains at least m boxes.

Therefore, the minimum number of active formulas than can

be unsatisfied among the branches of Tn is m.

Proposition 10 guarantees that the minimum number of

unsatisfied active formulas is preserved in the sequence

of tableaux T0, . . . , Tn. Thus, the minimum number of

unsatisfied active formulas in T0 is also m. Since T0 is

formed by a single branch that only contains the formulas

in Φ and all these formulas are active, the minimum number

of formulas that can be unsatisfied in Φ is m.

(Completeness:) Assume that there is a completed tableau

T for Φ that does not have cost m. We distinguish two cases:

(i) T has a branch b of cost k, where k < m. Then,

T has a branch with k boxes and a satisfiable multiset of

signed literals because T is completed. This implies that

the minimum number of unsatisfied active formulas among

the branches of T is at most k. By Proposition 10, this

also holds for T0, but this is in contradiction with m being

the minimum number of unsatisfied formulas in Φ because

k < m. Thus, any branch of T has at least cost m.

(ii) T has no branch of cost m. This is in contradiction

with m being the minimum number of unsatisfied formulas

in Φ. Since the tableau rules preserve the minimum number

of unsatisfied formulas and the branches of any completed

tableau only contain active formulas that are boxes or

positive signed literals, T must have a saturated branch with

m boxes. Thus, T has a branch of cost m.

Hence, each completed tableau T for a multiset of formu-

las Φ has cost m if the minimum number of formulas that

can be unsatisfied in Φ is m.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We defined a complete tableau calculus for MaxSAT

over 3-valued Łukasiewicz logic, and proved that it is

sound and complete. The proposed approach establishes

the foundations of a generic problem solving paradigm for

combinatorial optimization based on Łukasiewicz logic.

That approach can be generalized to other finitely-valued

logics arising from a single algebra, and, in particular, to

any n-valued Łukasiewicz logic. In this case, we should

define a tableau expansion rule for each truth value and each

connective in such a way that the expansion rules defined

for each connective reflect the semantic information of the

corresponding truth table as we did for 3-valued Łukasiewicz

logic.

As future work we plan to find combinatorial optimiza-

tion problems that admit more natural encodings using

Łukasiewicz logic and empirically compare the obtained

many-valued approach with the Boolean approach. We also

plan to study the infinitely-valued case, that would allow to

address MaxSAT questions in a continuous environment.
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